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List of common misconceptions - Wikipedia

This is a list of common misconceptions. Each entry is formatted as a correction, and contains a link to the article where the misconception is described. The misconceptions themselves are implied rather than stated.


Naïve realism (psychology) - Wikipedia

In social psychology, naïve realism is the human tendency to believe that we see the world around us objectively, and that people who disagree with us must be uninformed, irrational, or biased. Naïve realism provides a theoretical basis for several other cognitive biases, which are systematic errors when it comes to thinking and making decisions.
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10 Interesting Human Memory Facts You Should Know

Our memory helps make us who we are. From fondly recollecting childhood events to remembering where we left our keys, memory plays a vital role in every aspect of our lives. It provides us with a sense of self and makes up our continual experience of life.


Dislessia - Wikipedia

La dislessia, nota come disturbo della lettura, è una condizione caratterizzata da problemi con la lettura e l’incomprehensione del labiale, nonostante chi ne soffra abbia un’intelligenza normale. Diverse persone ne sono colpite in misura diversa; i problemi possono includere difficoltà nella pronuncia delle parole, nella lettura veloce, nella scrittura a mano, nella pronuncia delle parole ...


Гипноз — Википедия

Erickson had no hesitation in presenting any suggested effect as being "hypnosis", whether or not the subject was in a hypnotic state. In fact, he was not hesitant in passing off behaviour that was dubiously hypnotic as being hypnotic.
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